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Abstract
Plugging a gap in screening—Arrays of nanoliter-sized plugs of different compositions can be
preformed in a three-phase liquid/liquid/gas flow. The arrays can be transported into a microfluidic
channel to test against a target (see schematic representation), as demonstrated in protein
crystallization and an enzymatic assay.
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Herein, we describe a simple, economical microfluidic method of screening a small volume
(down to submicroliter volumes) of a solution against a large number of reagents on the
nanoliter scale. The use of microfluidics to miniaturize chemical and biological screening is
an important and active area of research in such diverse areas as biochemical assays, protein
crystallization, and combinatorial chemistry.[1–7] Nanoliter aqueous plugs (droplets)
transported through microchannels in an immiscible liquid have been used in a liquid/liquid
flow system and allow miniaturization while eliminating dispersion,[8,9] accelerating
mixing,[10] and providing control over the surface chemistry.[11] Applications of such systems
to protein crystallization,[3,12] kinetic measurements,[10] assays,[13,14] DNA analysis,[8] and
chemical synthesis[15] have been demonstrated.
Such plug-based microfluidic systems have been especially attractive for applications in which
the concentrations of several reagents had to be varied. The concentrations were varied by
rapidly changing the flow rates of the reagent streams as the droplets were formed.[3,12] Plug-
based methods of that type require equipment for varying flow rates, and even though such
equipment could be as simple as a few computer-controlled syringe pumps, this requirement
presents a barrier to many potential users in chemical and biochemical laboratories. In addition,
to increase the number of reagents that can be screened, both the number of the microfluidic
channels in the device and the number of flow control devices have to be increased
proportionally. Herein, we implement a complementary approach that uses pre-formed arrays
of plugs to simplify the experiment for the user, relies on a liquid/liquid/gas three-phase flow
system to ensure robustness, and allows a much larger number of reagents to be tested in a
scalable fashion.
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This approach consists of two steps. In the first step, an array of nanoliter plugs of many
different reagents, separated and surrounded by a fluorinated carrier fluid, was generated inside
a hydrophobic glass or plastic capillary (Figure 1a). The reagents in plugs may be stored inside
sealed capillaries for months without evaporation or exposure to the ambient
environment.[12] Such a two-phase system works well for fluids of matched viscosities.
However, plugs may coalesce during subsequent use if the viscosity of the carrier fluid is very
different from that of the aqueous solutions inside the plugs or if the viscosities within different
plugs vary significantly. We used a three-phase liquid/liquid/gas system to enhance reliability
in the manipulation and transport of these plugs: we separated the plugs by gas bubbles (Figure
1b,c) in addition to the carrier fluid. Formation of air bubbles in microfluidic devices has been
previously described,[16] and gas bubbles have been used to separate liquid slugs of reagents
in a liquid/gas two-phase flow, with applications for the synthesis of nanoparticles in
microfluidic devices,[17,18] and have been used for actuation of steady microfluidic flow.[19]
In addition, air bubbles have been widely used in biochemical analyzers.[20]
Herein, we use a liquid/liquid/gas three-phase flow system, in which the aqueous phase remains
surrounded by the fluorocarbon, because the surface tension of the water–air interface (≈70
mNm−1) is significantly higher than both the surface tension of the water–fluorocarbon
interface (≈15 mNm−1 with fluorosurfactants)[11] and the surface tension of the air–
fluorocarbon interface. When there was only a wetting film of fluorocarbon between the air
bubble and the aqueous plug (Figure 1c), and the osmotic pressures of the adjacent plugs were
different, water transport between plugs was observed. Such water transport was prevented for
several months when more fluorocarbon was used to separate the air bubbles and the plugs
(Figure 1b).
In the second step, to perform the screening, the array was flowed from the capillary, through
a funnel-shaped adapter (Figure 2a), into a microfluidic channel with a simple T-junction. The
funnel-shaped adapter was used to couple the capillary with the microchannel. As the capillary
was inserted into the adapter, a leak-proof connection was established without using any
sealant. The microfluidic device could therefore be reused with experiments set up in multiple
capillaries, one after another. As the array of plugs flowed into the microchannel, an aqueous
target stream was allowed to flow into the side channel of the T-junction. The plugs merged
with the stream[15] to give larger plugs (Figure 2b), each containing one reagent from the array
and the target sample. This merging has previously been characterized in detail.[15] Because
of the surface tension at the gas/liquid interface and the elasticity of polydimethylsiloxane, the
aqueous stream was not injected into small air bubbles, such as those shown in Figure 1b. The
solutions were mixed in a volume ratio of 1:1, which was determined by the ratio of the two
volumetric flow rates. A winding channel could be incorporated with the T-junction to
accelerate mixing after merging, as demonstrated in nanoparticle synthesis in plugs in
microchannels.[15] After merging, the plugs flowed into another capillary where they could be
stored and monitored.
We illustrated this technique by performing a functional assay in which a set of enzymes was
screened for phosphatase activity, by using a fluorogenic substrate, fluorescein diphosphate
(FDP). Such an assay would be important for identifying a protein with the desired functional
activity among thousands of proteins produced by the proteomics efforts. An array of plugs
(≈15 nL) of alkaline phosphatase (AP), catalase, ribonuclease A (RNase), and lysozyme was
first prepared in a capillary (Figure 3, see the Supporting Information for details). To eliminate
potential false positives that result from the contamination of the substrate stream with an active
enzyme, we separated every two neighboring enzyme plugs with two blank plugs containing
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4). Air bubbles were inserted between every two
neighboring plugs. To assay the activity of the four enzymes on the FDP substrate, the array
of plugs was merged with the solution of FDP at a T-junction (Figure 3a). The hydrolysis of
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FDP, which is catalyzed by AP, released fluorescein and was detected by fluorescence
microcopy (Figure 3b). The plugs of the other three enzymes did not show any fluorescence,
thereby confirming the lack of reactivity and the absence of contamination.
Next, we demonstrated screening of a single protein against multiple crystallizing agents. We
preformed plugs (≈15 nL) of 48 precipitants (numbered 1–48) from the crystal screen kit
(Hampton Research) in a capillary. These plugs were merged with a stream of thaumatin,
thereby giving rise to 48 crystallization trials. A total volume of less than 1.0 μL of thaumatin
solution (60 mgmL−1 in 0.1mN-(2-acetamido)-iminodiacetic acid buffer, pH 6.5) was used to
fill the inlet tubing and the inlet of the microchannel, by using a syringe and tubing prefilled
with carrier fluid to minimize waste of the protein solution. During the screening process, a
volume of about 0.9 μL of thaumatin solution was consumed for screening and less than 0.1
μL remained in the channel. The merged plugs were transferred into the receiving capillary.
Solutions of very different viscosities (from 1.0–33 cP)[21] were handled reliably in this system.
Precipitation occurred during the merging of thaumatin with the plugs containing precipitant
30 (0.2m(NH4)2SO4/30% poly(ethylene glycol)8000). However, it did not interfere with the
experiment because plugs are capable of transporting solids without allowing them to contact
the walls of the microchannel.[15] After incubation for 36 h, we observed formation of crystals
in plugs with precipitant 29 (0.8m potassium sodium tartrate/0.1m 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazinyl]ethanesulfonic acid, pH 7.5) and no crystals in any other plugs, in agreement with
experiments performed with microliter droplets. The screening results for three of the
precipitants from the crystal screen kit are shown in Figure 4 (see the Supporting Information
for experimental details).
The approach described here is capable of screening microliter and submicroliter total volumes
against multiple nanoliter volumes of reagents. We have demonstrated both screening of
multiple proteins against a single reagent and screening of a single protein against many
reagents. In the area of protein crystallization, this method enables sparse-matrix screening and
is complementary to the methods for optimization of concentration that we developed
previously.[3,12] It should be possible to use alternating plugs[12] to extend this method from
the microbatch technique shown here to the vapor-diffusion technique.
This method has the following attractive features: 1) It is scalable—an increase in the number
of reagents used in a screen does not require more complex fabrication, just a longer receiving
capillary. 2) It is made reliable by the use of three-phase flow, in which a fluorinated carrier
fluid provides protection of the plugs and control of surface chemistry, while gas bubbles
prevent aqueous plugs from merging. 3) Arrays may be prefabricated by a range of methods,
from simple methods with syringes to robotics.[22–24] Prefabricated arrays of plugs sealed in
capillaries may be stored for months and could be made sterile or prepared under inert
atmosphere, thereby expanding the range of potential applications. 4) The method is very
simple for the end user—no sophisticated equipment is required at the user3s end except a
source of constant flow to drive the two streams to merge. A potential disadvantage of this
method for some applications is that it is serial, rather than a parallel approach with multiple
reagents against multiple substrates,[2,25] although some simple methods are quite effective
even in serial format.[26] Overall, this method is attractive for applications in which reagents
must be stored and used in a simple, reliable format, such as in diagnostics and detection. In
addition, this method may find a wide range of applications in chemistry and biochemistry, by
enhancing and miniaturizing current methods in which reagents are stored or distributed in 96-
and 384-well plates, such as those in the fields of combinatorial chemistry, protein
crystallization, and biochemical assaying.
A very interesting paper just appeared[27] that describes the use of preformed plugs in a
cartridge for immunoassays. Microliter plugs were prepared in tubes by using a two-phase
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liquid/gas system, in which aqueous droplets were separated by air. By passing the droplets
over surfaces loaded with antigens, immunoassays were conducted. The three-phase system
described herein is different because, at least in our hands, it enables reliable transport of
nanoliter volumes of aqueous solutions, prevents contact of aqueous solutions with the walls
and eliminates dispersion, and prevents diffusion of water vapor from one aqueous plug to
another. These differences are not essential for applications such as immunoassays—in fact
the three-phase system may be less suitable for immunoassays or other reactions performed
on the solid surface of a chip—but they are important in nanoliter enzymatic assays and protein
crystallization. The two-phase system[27] is simpler to operate, because the flow rates do not
need to be controlled at all, so the experiment may be performed even in the absence of
electricity. This simplicity will be especially important for analysis in resource-poor
settings.[27] Overall, the two approaches appear to be complementary in both their execution
and their range of applications.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
a) An array of plugs of four different reagents in a capillary. The plugs contain KMnO4 (purple),
NaCl (colorless), CuSO4 (blue), and Fe(SCN)3 (red), respectively. The colorless fluid is
fluorocarbon. b,c) An array of plugs of different reagents formed in fluorocarbon and separated
by air bubbles (dark) in a capillary. In (b) the aqueous plugs are separated from the air bubbles
by a layer of fluorocarbon, thereby preventing cross-communication between the plugs. The
scale bars are 200 μm.
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Figure 2.
A schematic illustration of the process of utilizing an array of plugs for screening. a) The
capillary containing the array of plugs is inserted into an adapter that is coupled with the inlet
of the microfluidic channel. The array of plugs is then transported into the channel. b) As the
array of plugs flows through the channel, each plug merges with a stream of the target solution,
and the resulting plugs are collected in another capillary.
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Figure 3.
a) A schematic illustration of the assay of multiple enzymes against a single substrate (FDP).
b) The result of the enzymatic assay. The drawing at the top illustrates the array of plugs. The
plugs of PBS are in gray, the air bubbles are in white, and the plugs of enzymes are hatched.
The microscope images in the middle are the bright-field micrographs of the plugs after
merging. The images at the bottom are fluorescence micrographs of the corresponding plugs.
In the rightmost fluorescence micrograph, the bright line is because of the reflection of the
fluorescence of the AP plug from the edge of the air bubble. The dashed line indicates the
outline of the capillary and the plugs.
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Figure 4.
a) A schematic illustration of the screening of multiple precipitants for protein crystallization.
b) The result of the precipitant screening. The drawing (middle) shows the merged plugs
containing the precipitant and thaumatin, separated by the air bubbles. The numbers are the
index numbers of the precipitants from the crystal screen kit. The four polarized-light
micrographs show plugs that contain a mixture of thaumatin and precipitants 25, 29 (× 2), and
33, respectively. Only the plugs containing precipitant 29 yielded crystals. The refractive index
match between the fluorocarbon and the aqueous phases enables the observation of crystals at
the edges of plugs, because the boundaries of the plugs are barely visible (shown with dashed
lines).
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